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1 INTRODUCTION

Extended Reality (XR), referring to both Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) \cite{40,53} devices are seeing increasing integration into our daily lives, used in private homes \cite{58}, public spaces \cite{20} and more. Driving this adoption are improvements in processing, sensing, form factor, and cost, as we move from headsets that are used frequently throughout the day, towards glasses that may be worn and used all-day (e.g., consumer AR).

XR devices have a large number of sophisticated sensing capabilities to capture their environment, the bystanders that are near the device, and information about the user’s actions and physiology. Currently, consumer VR systems such as the Meta Quest, or HTC Vive are the most generally available examples of XR devices. Such VR devices have the capability to capture visual, auditory, and haptic information \cite{3}. These sensors are fundamental for the XR device to function. For example, wide angle camera arrays are necessary to track the position of the Head Mounted Display (HMD) in reality to translate into the virtual environment \cite{7,12}.

The breadth of data available to an XR device amplifies the ability to generate insights from that data. For example, sensitive information can be inferred or estimated (to varying degrees of reliability) \cite{3}, such as the user’s sexuality \cite{33} or gender \cite{54}. Physical and mental information about the user such as their height can be measured, however more private and serious conditions could potentially be predicted via XR data, such as if the user might develop any illnesses such as Alzheimer’s disease \cite{25} or Parkinson’s disease \cite{32}. In some cases predicting such personal information about a person is easier when using data from an XR device compared to non XR devices. Examples of this include classifying a user’s behavioural traits \cite{8,24}, or emotions \cite{23} in real time.

Due to the nature of the sensors present on XR devices, much more information can be given away than the user or bystanders (who are both physically near the XR user and are not using the device \cite{46}) are potentially aware of \cite{3,46,48}. There is a lack of support and effective communication provided to the user, of how their XR data can be processed and analysed.

Even though XR usage is growing, we still have a limited understanding of what security, privacy and behavioural threats are present, or yet to emerge, due to the infancy of the technologies mass adoption. However, even though the security, privacy and behavioural concerns of XR are not fully explored, we still have an understanding of what issues can exist on specific points of the
Reality-Virtuality Spectrum [40]. Literature has considered existing and emergent issues around data access protections [13, 48], privacy concerns [3, 39, 48], and perceptual manipulations [55], and our paper adds to this breadth of consideration around emergent issues. The threats to users’ security, privacy, and behaviour need to be addressed preemptively before they are found ‘naturally’ and misused ‘in the wild’; otherwise, mass adoption of these devices will enable malicious use-cases.

In this work, we conducted three exploratory expert focus groups, with thirteen experts in total. We recruited experts from both industry and academia that worked in XR, security, and/or privacy. This allowed us to investigate the under-explored, current and emerging issues relating to security, privacy, and influencing user’s behaviour in XR.

Prior research such as the work of De Guzman et al. [13] looked at what technical methods exist to protect XR devices. The work by Roesner et al. [48] and Adams et al. [3] looked at a specific boundary within the Milgram et al.’s Reality-Virtuality continuum [40]. Our work looks at devices on the full continuum, to uncover the malicious and harmful uses of user behavioural data collected within XR - a topic that has seen little work within literature. In contrast to prior work which has tended to singularly focus on exploring privacy or security concerns, our work holistically expands our understanding of issues at the intersection of privacy, security, and behaviour manipulation. Through our focus groups, we aim to more broadly explore the unique capacity for XR to both understand, and augment, our activities in reality, and the vulnerabilities and harms this introduces, for instance, around user agency, bystander privacy, identity impersonation and more.

Our results reveal that some users are not aware why and when their data is being collected. Related to this, our experts highlighted their concerns that easily trackable XR data can unveil the user’s behaviour and attention, allowing for highly targeted advertisements and influencing user’s behaviour. Our findings also indicate a lack of usable Opt-Out/In methods for data collection when using XR. Other issues such as effectiveness of identity theft were discussed along with potential methods to use behavioural information within XR to solve non XR related problems such as user impersonation. Importantly, our experts found a lack of preparedness for mass adoption of XR due to a lack of standards for security, privacy and behavioural data collection and usage.

We discuss the implications of our results, among which, our findings underline the need to develop infrastructures to protect users and bystanders when using or being around XR devices. We also argue that we need to combine our experiences of non XR devices with our current understanding of XR security, privacy and behavioural manipulation to defend against XR threats. Finally, it is necessary to develop human-centric privacy communication methods to allow users and bystanders to exert control over their security and privacy and ensure informed consent.

Our paper specifically contributes a collection of challenges and issues that are currently present or emerging with regards to XR security, privacy and behaviour. We formulate a list of recommendations for future work to create secure and privacy-aware XR systems.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Implications of XR Sensing for Users and Bystanders

XR devices are increasingly packed with sophisticated capabilities to sense/capture their environment, proximate bystanders, and the user’s actions and physiology. Currently consumer VR systems are the most publicly visible and available example of XR. VR devices have the capability to sense a multitude of information such as, visual, audio, and haptic information [3]. These devices typically support 6DoF positional tracking, which necessitates the inclusion of wide angle camera arrays to track the position of the headset in reality [7, 12].

More information can be given away than the user or bystanders may have been aware of or comfortable with [3, 48]. In addition, the data derived from XR usage can support the inference of unanticipated insights into users and their behaviour [3]. For example disclosing the users sexual preferences [33], emotions [23], and mental state [29]. Other factors such as the users affective state can be estimated [1]; their phenomenological experiences and cognitive processes can be instrumented [22, 26]. XR devices have the sensing capacity to develop comprehensive insights into their users - even when the user assumes the device, or it’s sensing capabilities, are not turned on [48]. Leaked raw data from a device such as video, audio, and infrared data can lead a victim uncovering information such as their personality traits [8, 24] which can be used to manipulate the user based on their behaviour, detect a users gender [54], or infer a users cognitive state [11, 16].

As well as uncovering potentially sensitive user information, XR data can also be used to personally identify users. For example, recent research has shown that a user can be personally identified though basic positional data within an VR experience to an accuracy of 90-95% [41, 42].

As risks relating to privacy and security within XR are not only faced by the user of the device but also those around them (i.e., bystanders) [13, 48]. The bystanders of the XR device are at a risk of being sensed, tracked and recorded without their consent or even knowledge [14, 46, 48, 60].

In summary, data that is collected from XR devices can have many implications for both user and bystander privacy. Users may not be aware of the extent of information that can be inferred when data from different XR sensors are combined. The detail of this information allows applications to potentially influence and manipulate their users. Hence, malicious uses of data collection must be further investigated to protect XR users and bystanders. While previous work focused on specific topics within XR privacy and security, our work broadly and holistically assesses the implications of XR sensing on privacy, security and behaviour manipulation through collecting insights from expert focus groups.

2.2 Malicious uses of Extended Reality

Security issues leading to malicious use can create a safety issue resulting in physical harm [55]. A users safety can be at risk if the information rendered to them within their XR device lacks data integrity [13, 48] as users typically assume that displayed content is correct. Thus, a malicious navigation application that
renders incorrect speed limits in front of the speed limit signs [48] could lead to a dangerous environment for both the user and those around them. Similarly a malicious application can harm a user with epilepsy if presented with bright flashing lights [48].

While the previous examples of malicious applications present misinformation or misleading visual effects, XR applications can also potentially alter users’ perception of reality in a malicious way. For example, techniques used for redirected walking can lead users to walking into dangerous areas [55].

In summary, there are many security concerns with of XR and a number of emerging threats that are not fully understood. Hence, the threats of a users security must be further investigated to protect XR users and bystanders.

2.3 Communicating Privacy information to Users

XR devices are capable of capturing a breath of information about a user. However privacy protections that are seen on other non XR devices, such as privacy visualisations, data usage awareness, and consent collection are not yet widely adopted within the context of XR and are missing in the literature.

There are many approaches to communicating privacy notices to users [51], such as privacy visualisations [18, 19, 30, 37, 56, 57] or displaying the information as text. Prior Research suggests that that text-based approaches of communicating privacy policies are rarely viewed by the user [59] and contain hard to read legal terms, thus are not a usable solution for the everyday user [4, 17, 28, 30]. Hence to address the usability issues, research has been applied into privacy visualisations, such as methods to communicate privacy attributes to the user.

Privacy labelling exists as a form of privacy visualisation. Their goal is to allow the reader to quickly read and understand the privacy implications of using the device or application [6, 47]. Mehldau proposed displaying icons within categories to in from users of data collection and consequences of the data being collected [37]. Some examples of the categories are “What data?”, “How is my data handled?”, “For what purpose” and “For how long?”. Kelley et al. [30] purposed displaying privacy labels similar to nutrition labels on food packaging. By displaying privacy information in a table, where each row indicates the type of data (e.g., location, cookies, etc) and each column indicates how the data will be used (e.g., profiling, telemarketing). Each cell within in the privacy nutrition label is assigned a visual indicator, “Opt Out” and “Opt In” to display when the data will be collected. It was found when presenting privacy information as labels, the users was able to capture and understand the information faster than if they were to read the same information in a privacy policy [30].

However, one limitation of privacy visualisations are that they all vary in terms of what privacy attributes are communicated to the user [49]. The inconsistencies of the attributes used are due to the lack of standardisation or regulation globally for what privacy information should be displayed to the user. Another limitation of privacy visualisations is they often do not go further than access control, quantity of data collection, and Data Processing attributes [6], thus exclude attributes such as data security or accountability [6].

In summary, there is a lack of lack understanding of privacy and security considerations within XR devices and application. Especially methods of effectively communicate XR privacy and security risks to users that were built specifically for the context of XR, such as immersion or the always on sensors.

2.4 Research Questions

Our work addresses emergent threats and issues through the use of expert focus groups, addressing issues beyond privacy and security of prior work but also the capacity of XR to influence user behaviour. Hence we derive the following research questions for our work, what are the risks and challenges in XR in relation to: RQ1 - data collection and privacy; RQ2 - security; RQ3 - behaviour and influences on behaviour?

3 METHODOLOGY

To explore what issues exist relating to privacy, security and behaviour within the context of XR, three focus groups were conducted with experts in the area. The study was split into two parts: idea generation activities, followed by group discussions. Approval was granted by our institution’s Research Ethics Board. Thirteen participants were recruited to take part in the study which took place over video conferencing software, each focus group lasted 75 minutes. Expert focus groups were used to gain insights into security, privacy and behaviour influencing issues within XR. Using experts who have notable experience and knowledge in how XR is evolving and the risks capable with further mass adoption of the technology allowed us to gain multiple perspectives on vast and broad topics by participants sharing and developing their ideas together [9, 31].

3.1 Materials and Apparatus

3.1.1 Recruitment. In total three, focus groups were conducted (n = 5, 4, and 4) with 11 participants from Europe and the 2 from the United States of America. For this study the definition of ‘expert’ was a person who, if an academic, is at least a senior postgraduate researcher or above, within the areas of extended reality, privacy, and security or, if a practitioner, had at least 5 years of experience working within extended reality. To recruit appropriate participants, we advertised the focus group using online platforms such as LinkedIn, Twitter and at VR4Sec 2021:1st International Workshop on Security for XR and XR for Security[1] as well as direct email invitation to those who attended relevant workshops on the topic, connections of the authors, and prominent researchers in the field. In total 17 direct emails were sent, with a response rate of 88.24% (15/17). Out of the 15 people who responded, 13 stated they would like to take part in the study. All the participants who wanted to take part in the study were invited and took part in the focus groups. Participation was completely voluntary, thus no compensation was provided. Each participant filled a basic demographics questionnaire, regarding their XR experience.

3.1.2 Demographic Information. Each participant filled out a pre-participation questionnaire before the focus group asking basic demographics questions, age, gender, and location. The participants

---

were then asked to select all the contexts that best suited them, "I am a researcher in XR", "I am a researcher in Security and/or Privacy", "I work/worked in an XR related company", and "I am an XR user". Finally they were asked "What XR devices have you used before and for how long (Please use appropriate units)?".

Of the thirteen participants, five were female and eight were male. The option of non-binary and other was available yet was not selected. The participants were within the age range of 24-56 ($M = 31$, $SD = 8.18$). Seven participants declared they were exclusively XR researchers, three stated they were exclusively security and/or privacy researchers, and three stated they researched both XR and security and/or privacy. Two of the participants declared they currently work for a company working on extended reality. The participants experiences using XR devices ranged from 1-12 Years ($M = 5.17$ Years, $SD = 3.34$).

Focus group one consisted of two participants who stated they researched both XR and security and/or privacy (P4,5), two participants who stated they were exclusively XR researchers (P2,3), and one participant who stated they were exclusively security and/or privacy researcher (P1). None of the participants of this focus group stated they work or worked for a company working on XR. Focus group two consisted of one participant who stated they researched both XR and security and/or privacy (P7), and three participants who stated they were exclusively security and/or privacy researcher (P6,8,9). None of the participants of this focus group stated they were exclusively XR researchers or that they work or worked for a company working on XR. Focus group three consisted of three participants who stated they were exclusively XR researchers (P10,13), one of the three stated they work or worked for a company working on XR (P11). One participant stated they only work or worked at a company working on XR (P12). None of the participants in this focus group stated they research security and/or privacy.

3.1.3 Focus Group Setup. Before the focus group, participants were asked to read an information sheet stating what their participation will entail and how data will be used. The participants then filled out a consent form with options available to ask further questions. The focus group took place using Zoom video conferencing software and Miro for sticky note idea generation. Each participant was assigned a unique ID number which ensured anonymity from the other participants. All the participants changed their display name on Zoom to their ID’s then joined the moderator (the lead researcher) within the call. The focus groups were recorded and afterwards transcribed and anonymised.

Five topics were chosen to be discussed in the focus group: Data Collection, Privacy, Security, Behaviour, and Influence. Each topic had prompts to help the participants narrow their responses. These topics were derived from our related work and to aid in answering our research questions.

3.1.4 Miro board Setup. Miro boards\footnote{https://miro.com/} are online virtual collaboration tools that represent whiteboards. Three Miro boards were set up with a project, the first board was titled Data Collection and Privacy. To help the participants with their answers, some prompts were included: To what extent are people aware of the data that is being collected in extended reality?; What data is collected when using an extended reality device?; and What are the privacy issues present? The second Miro board was titled Security, with the prompts What are the security risks that are present within extended reality. The third Miro board was titled Behaviour and Influences, with the prompts How aware are users of vendors analysing their behavioral data?; and How can behavioral data be used to influence people within XR? Below the title and pointers, each of the three boards were split into three kanban style sections: What are the issues within this topic?; What are current methods and mitigations to address this approach and your thoughts on this method; and What are your thoughts and opinions? Each focus groups was conducted using new Miro projects, so that the responses were not shared between other groups.

3.1.5 Procedure, Ideas Generation Activity: The participants were shown the Miro board titled “Data Collection and Privacy” and were given 5 minutes to answer the questions (using the sticky notes feature) within each section (as described in section 3.1.4). While the participants were answering the questions, a timer was displayed. Once 5 minutes were over, the participants were given 2 minutes to read the other responses and add an emoji reaction to sticky notes they agreed with or though were particularly important.

Focus Group Task: After the ideas generation activity (3.1.5), 10 minutes were provided for participants to discuss their responses. A 10-minute timer was displayed to participants during this time. The moderator had minimal involvement besides asking the participants what their thoughts were initially to start the discussion and encouraging equality of participation.

Both the ideas generation activity and focus group task were then repeated for the remaining two Miro boards titled "Security" and "Behaviour and Influences". Once the third focus group task was complete, the participants were debriefed. None of the participants used their right to withdraw from the study at any time.

3.1.6 Limitations. Whilst our results cover only a subset of the potential security, privacy, and influences risks exposed by the adoption of XR, they illustrate novel emergent threats and exemplify the breadth of risks posed. From our findings we present recommendations for creating future XR systems that are privacy and security respecting.

3.1.7 Analysis. The audio from the recorded focus groups were transcribed and anonymised by a researcher. The audio recordings were not translated at any point during the transcription process as they were in English. We used inductive coding\cite{34} to analyse the focus group results and the sticky note tasks in order to develop a qualitative code book. One researcher iteratively coded the data to account for new codes that emerged throughout the coding process. Data from the transcript and sticky note responses were grouped together using codes. The codes were not established prior to the analysis, and emerged through patterns and similar answers within the data. The lead and secondary authors reviewed the final list of codes and grouped together codes with similarities into main themes. This was carried out as a collaborative session where all codes were examined. When reporting the results, the quotes are presented verbatim as they are or they are slightly edited to ease
clarity when reading by adding words in square brackets while still maintaining the quote’s original meaning.

4 RESULTS

4.1 The Unprecedented Scale and Extent of XR Data Capture

4.1.1 Users are not aware of what XR data is collected, nor the consequences of that collection. A point that was brought up by 4 participants (P11-13) was the HMD’s unique capability to pervasively collect data about the users activities, behaviour, physiology, and their bystanders. The users and those around them may not be aware to the extent of the headsets sensing ability and what is done with the collected data. P12 stated “there’s absolutely huge amounts of data [that] can be collected from the you know, the current generation of XR HMD’s in general”. P12 then went on to talk about the capabilities of future headsets in collecting data about the headset wearer “upcoming headsets, like, they’re just incredible pieces of technology, and they know huge amounts about user”. P11 also stated that data collection invades the privacy of those around the XR device not only the headset user “such as recording other people or bystander awareness”.

4.1.2 Users are not aware of when XR data is being collected. Combined with the extensive data collection capabilities XR devices have, the participants (P3,9,10, and 12) stated “user might not know what data they provide because usually we just consent everything” (P10). P12 added on to P10 by stating that “users have very little idea of the amount to date and the types of data that can be that can be collected” when wearing an XR device.

4.1.3 Users don’t realise the value of their XR data. Another point that was mentioned, was on top of how much data is being collected by XR devices, “users don’t generally realize how valuable [their XR] data is” (P12), referring to the real-time and longitudinal insights that this data could be used to generate both about the user, and the surrounding environment. An example P2 gave, referenced a study that took place, “a few years ago where they basically could determine the person based on only three characteristics like... gender and where they live and if you now imagine what, for example, AR offers for sensors, I think we all cannot imagine what you can derive from that”.

4.1.4 The necessity of XR data collection. The point of unaware data collection sparked a further discussion of four participants (P2-5) who question why some of the data that is being collected by XR devices is being collected in the first place. The participants stated that there needs to be a clearer difference between data being captured for functionality and data being collected in total, P2 mentioned “does that data needs to be collected? Or is that for the function of the device? Or is that just because they want it?”. P4 elaborated We should not at all collect this kind of data for various nonsense applications, if I’m just playing with my HMD, I don’t know why is this the kind of data should be used for helping me to shop, or to buy anything. A point that was brought up by P12 was about how trustful the public may be to what the protections that are in place, “Meta & Microsoft have strict controls with respect to 3rd party camera access. That makes sense! But it also makes it necessary for users to trust the HMD providers”.

4.1.5 Capacity for Misinformation. A point that was brought up by the participants (P5-7, and 9) was how incorrect information being presented to a user can create “threats to a user’s safety” (P5). P7 stated “altering digital objects and information specially in AR this can not only be a security concern but also safety concern”, P7 continued to gave an example that “digital objects and information in user’s view can be altered by malicious third-party”. P6 added another example of a person is using a malicious navigation application on their AR headset, “you say hey please navigate me to the next shop, and then the you are found in a dark ally”.

P6 mentioned how the availability of information is an important factor especially for safety, “if you are in your house using your HMD, either through malice or literally just in competence or something breaking or failing, a weather alert that would need to be communicated to you, it does not get communicated to you, you could be posed to a security risk”. P6 continued to mention that correctness of the information would just be relevant as availability in causing a user harm “essentially XR could pose a really big security risk just by giving people the wrong the wrong security cues in certain situations”.

4.2 Access Protections - Facilitating Awareness and Transparency

4.2.1 Users lack an understanding of why their data is needed. Communicating to a user why specific data being collected by the XR device is needed however is not necessarily the solution, as facilitating such awareness brings with it it’s own challenges. P1 brought up “it’s quite difficult because people don’t understand how the systems work, and if you just tell them, yeah I mean, it needs the data in order to function, they will be happy to offer it, but they don’t know that... we could maybe process the data locally, there’s no actual need to share it”. When explaining why information is being collected, visualisation methods fails to communicate the further consequences of the user consent such that P2 stated “lay users do not know about the consequence of privacy decision” or present the information in an unusable way such as within a “license agreement (that nobody reads)” (P11).

4.2.2 XR headsets should be transparent about data capture and usage. The participants (P3,10,11, and 13) brought up that XR devices and application should communicate to the user when their data is being captured and processed. P3 stated the devices and applications have “a lot of responsibility of communicating what is there, what are the possibilities, what can be done” with the users data. P10 mentioned “transparency is also important here, that the user has to understand what could be the risk while using XR”. P13 went on to comment “how would you implement or sort of convey this information to users in a usable and understanding way”. P10 and P11 expressed that information regarding what data is being collected and when data collection is occurring, should be presented continuously rather than only at the point of the user giving consent, “we need info, visual information all the time on the screen, not just at the sign up, so that during the usage of XR device we we will understand what data I’m giving” (P10). P13 added that when conveying information to the user of when their data is being collected,
the method should not clutter the users view “providing clear visual cues, how do you that without cluttering their view, especially if they’re using you know AR and potentially need to see elements of the physical environments?” - emphasizing the trade-off between supporting awareness without overloading the user.

4.3 Cross-Reality Vulnerabilities

Participants also identified vulnerabilities or data exposures in reality (for which the XR user might be unaware) which could then be exploited to harm the XR user.

4.3.1 Identity Theft / Spoofing. Participants (P6,8,10,12) mentioned that there is a higher threat of impersonation and identity theft, as a users stolen XR data being used to recreate their identity within XR. P6 mentioned how collectable the data generated within XR is, “your movements, gaze and even things you’re currently looking at in XR information that you’re currently present yourself are very plausibly completely trackable and knowable by someone who has access either corporate or in it, or malicious into your device”.

4.3.2 Physical Safety and Reality Awareness. Four participants (P1,3,5, and 8) mentioned the dangers and safety concerns of the XR users lack of awareness to what is occurring around them. P3 elaborated “the person having the headset on in VR like you know they’re fully fully immersed in VR you know, they’ll be unaware person for somebody nearby a lot of the time right so like that fully aware bystander can take advantage of them”. P3 introduced the idea of a power imbalance between an unaware user and a fully aware bystanders, being used to cause harm “I noticed from my work we’ve seen them like, I have instances of bystanders just walking up and pushing them over right”. P8 went further to add there is a need for the user to be alerted about what is happening outside of their immersion “you’re completely isolated and then you don’t know what’s happening outside so you need some kind of alert to tell you what’s happening”.

4.3.3 Security of Virtual and Physical Spaces. Two participants (P2 and 5) brought up that HMD’s are now being seen in contexts outside of a private semi controlled location such as at home, “in the last one or two years, mainly because these VR devices moved out of a home environment like a living room or a lab, really to like a public space” (P5). The context of where the HMD can change the users acceptance and apply considerations for the devices data collection and security. For example P2 stated “as a user if I’m just collecting say like my eye movements or something it’s like Okay, this is part of the game, but if if I would say, a manager of a project, and we were using a virtual environment to communicate I’d probably be a lot more concerned about how secure this data is”.

4.4 Manipulation of Thoughts, Actions, Behaviour

4.4.1 Sensitivity of Behavioural Data. The participants (P1-9) stated behavioural data captured within XR is highly sensitive and can be used to learn a lot about a user, even in order to influence the user. P9 stated, “behavioral data is especially sensitive as it can be used to on one hand, learn a lot about the user, of course, but on the other hand, it might also be used to manipulate users”. P5 added how a users behavioural preferences could be used against the user, “analyse users’ preferences e.g., their gaze behaviour to see what color they like most and then present them with items in that specific color to bias them in their purchasing behaviour?” P11-13 stated behavioural XR data capture could lead to “novel forms of dark patterns (potentially more subtle/manipulative than non-immersive modalities)

Another point brought up was the inclusion of behavioural data collected from XR, being used to expand the different avenues available to observe a user. The participants compared traditional direct interactions tracking that are seen on other devices, to the real time behavioural information collection capabilities of an XR device. An example P6 mentioned was that there were “far more ways to observe how you interact with media and with the world around you not just your actions directly to a computer interface”. P1,3,4,6, and 7 made a direct link to behavioural data collected from XR being used to facilitate “targeted advertising” (P1). P7 went on to say “they’re just basically this shift from advertisement for form advertisement where we had this click through rates and now we have walked through rates”.

4.4.2 Awareness of, and Control over, Use of Behavioural Data. The participants were unclear what the raw XR behavioural data would look like, “we don’t know what the data is going to be like and how much we can use” (P11). Some of the participants even stated that users are currently unaware of why their behavioural data is being used and who has access to it, P13 asked “what exactly their data is being used for?”, to which P10 and 12 asked “will this data be able to be resold?”. Participants 11-3 agreed a method they would be more comfortable with is their behavioural data being processed internally than externally, “processing as much data as possible on the device ” (P12). P13 questioned how much control a person has over their behavioural data that was collected, “I think if you do decide to you know delete your data from storage, does that also trickle back to the algorithms that your data is used in to form?”.

4.4.3 Exploiting Behavioural Data. P6 questioned how bias free people generally are and stated the implications of adding another layer of XR behaviour data would lead to “People are not, I don’t think particularly free of heavy influence over the choices, even generally, but I would agree that it’s not as if all bad things are the same you know, this is still worse than base advertising”. P6 went on to mention “Currently companies can observe online interaction behaviour, and even speech behaviours, but with XR comes a whole new array of actions like gaze, how much you interact. Already companies monitor how long one ‘lingers’ on an advert or video, being able to truly track gaze and attention in this context is scary”. P5 introduced that the influence a person can face due to their collected XR behaviour data could extend further to outside of the XR device. “Why do we limit ourselves to within XR? I was more thinking about how can this be used beyond XR in our life, to really have an impact, you know, because the data, you could collect in XR could also be used for any other technology that is not within XR right”.

4.4.4 Perceptual Manipulations. The participants (P5,9, and 10) brought up that there are many techniques within immersive situations that can be used to manipulate a user without them being aware. P10 stated “there are certain techniques, is able to manipulate you or control you to some degree so we’re not, I mean not every user is
were XR such as to benefit your physical health. P1 explained “an AR sticker or something to someone else’s body, but also for your think the idea of asking permission before you I don’t know like paste add additional content above you”. Which P13 responded with, “presented and idea that”. P4 added “one was fear of heights”, “manage”. P2 and 4 referred to XR being used as a method to support mental health, “we can use virtual reality augmented reality to correct some phobias, or some diseases, but it does not replace a real standard protocol of getting cured by some physicians” (P4). P2 added they have experience using XR devices for immersion therapy, “I did it for driving hazard perception and number four made good point, it’s not the same thing as real life, but if the choices that or nothing then having a sort of middle ground mixed reality environment does help”. P2 went on to describe the phobias they have used XR to help manage “for fear of public speaking, you had a virtual audience and they either hostile or and gentle when you were speaking”, “another one was fear of heights”. P4 added “there is a great advantages of using our own behavior data, behavioural data to do some stuff maybe to help us to speak into a large audience or to help us to I don’t know to correct some traumas such we have that occur to us”. However overusing behavioural data was said to be problematic by P1, “what actually becomes problematic is here when you, you know overuse it and then you kind of have health issues or issues on the social level”.

4.5 Perception of Self and Others
4.5.1 Personal Augmentation. P10 commented about the ability other people may have to add digital content on to their own person, “Maybe someone can add the digital content above me during an AR scenario”. P10 went on to say, “that makes me a bit uncomfortable about that, but because I don’t know what are you doing to me”, and presented and idea that “there could be something where every time you need to ask permission for the other person to purchase it to it to add additional content above you”. Which P13 responded with, “I think the idea of asking permission before you I don’t know like paste an AR sticker or something to someone else’s body, but also for your for your physical spaces”.

4.5.2 Impersonating Others. P11 brought up the topics of XR potentially creating a problem with bots as seen on other social media platforms, “there is this bot problem right, that I’m not sure if it’s going to be bigger or smaller”. It was explained the potential difficulties of developing bots in XR by P11, “we are reaching to a point that it is getting harder to impersonate a person when you need to recreate an entire person by not by just creating content in a particular sense”. P11 then predicted, “one of the things with bots, if you manage to have an AI that is a character, that is fully animated, hyper real, like ‘this face does not exist’ type of thing, it’s going to be very hard to tell people that it’s not real”. P12 further added a more feasible method to impersonate a person within an XR environment was to “make an Avatar that looks like another well known avatar you know, maybe impersonate them and use them in a way that that wouldn’t be nice”.

4.6 XR as an Amplifier for Existing Vulnerabilities
When developing future XR devices and applications two participants (P10 and 11) brought up that more XR specific security frameworks are needed than bringing in already existing frameworks, that were not built with XR in mind. P10 explained “The security issue might be different from the from the Web version or a mobile phone version because there’s a lot of there’s a lot of things to consider in you know an immersive environment”.
An idea that P8 mentioned was that existing security problems that are faced in applications outside of XR might be able to be solved by taking advantage of capabilities found on an XR device. Security problems such as user impersonation, unauthorised access account access due to a compromised password, or unauthorised access to a device used for Multi factor Authentication, “some stuff like impersonation, for example, it needs a different approach, like behavioural models to make sure that this person is who he or she is actually are”.

4.6.1 Amplifying bias through perceptual filter bubbles. P10-13 discussed that within XR many users can be in the same context however have different experiences. P11 introduced the idea of XR users existing within “bubbles”, “this idea that the some people experience very different things, so that they live in the different realities”. P10 stated the problems of bubbles seen within social medias could be heightened within XR, “in the current social media there are are already many different level and these social bubbles we have and in the XR that could be even more larger”. P10,12,13, added further “XR filter bubbles could arise in the future (where users experience very different / polarized environments)”. It was discussed one method to fix the problem of bubbles forming within XR, was with creating consistency within what people are able to see when using their XR devices, “the idea of sort of consistency is really interesting and I think there may be a lot of contexts where that would be a good solution” (P13). Consistency in terms of “you should be able to see what the other person is seeing” (P11), could lead users to be able to empathise with others “you never know how, seeing thinking from some other people’s perspective, I think that that’s it’s especially relevant for XR”.

4.7 A Lack of Preparedness around XR Challenges
4.7.1 Standards and Customisation. During the discussions a point raised was for a “need of a standard” (P11). P13 added that “I agree
with a need for standards, not only from a privacy side” (P13), P11 went on to add that “standards for everything such as data collection, security and privacy ... standard with how we can visualise this data, move data, even sharing it” (P11).

Another issue that was brought up by P10-12, was that XR is missing a usable and clear opt out feature to stop specific data being collected, “there needs to be clearer opt out” (P10, P12). P10 continued that applications should be able to adapt to the user opting out specific data, a future opting out mechanism could be implemented similarly to how XR devices handle different levels of immersion, “I can change the degree of immersion but there’s always an opt out option that I can stop everything, I can escape from everything that is being displayed”.

Some of the participants (P1,11, and 13) stated that privacy is not the same for everyone. “Privacy is highly individual” (P1), thus when creating privacy guidelines for XR a holistic model would not be appropriate, as P11 states “specifically with privacy is that the whole idea is that it’s contextual”. P13 went on to suggest the difficulties for developers to devise which guideline is appropriate for their use case, “I feel like a lot of of guidelines are still sort of you know, this is up to your discretion, think about how your users might use this application, but it could vary a lot, so I feel like there’s an added challenge of knowing when to apply different guidelines that exist”.

4.7.2 Support for Vulnerable Groups. P11 brought up that there was also lack of safeguarding for specific age demographics and vulnerable groups. “one thing that I was thinking about was, we are not talking about you know populations at risk, like children right I think that’s a particular thing in security, that is not well addressed”. Unique mitigations will likely be needed to support such groups.

4.7.3 Slow Adoption of XR Contributes Towards a Lack of Preparedness. Five of the participants (P6,8,11, and 12) stated that many of the security concerns and issues within XR are still emergent and not-yet fully understood by the research community and industry. P6 stated “it’s such a new technology and [has] a lot of different avenues to explore with how people can exploit the technology”. Both P11 and 12 stated “what harm can a malicious actor inflict on the users, there is definitely a lot more unknowns there” (P12). P8 went on to add that due to the specific capabilities of XR devices that novel security issues that are to specific XR will arise “I believe that XR raises a lot of new security concerns that have not been there before”. P12 made a comparison that as the number of XR users is still relatively small compared to other devices, thus there are more unknowns when it comes to threats. “just like there was I guess when web services came along and touch interfaces come along there did used to be a lot of unknowns there and I guess if our systems are so small volume you’re not a target yet like MAC OSX wasn’t a targeted for a very long time as there was nobody using it and windows there was because everyone was using it”.

P13 added that due to the number of unknowns within the area and that the attacks we are aware of are theoretical and never (to our knowledge) have been applied, it will be difficult to convince companies to protect against a specific attack as the attack has never been used in the wild. “The research community can, you know, investigate all of these possible attacks, and I think some of them might be, really crazy, really maybe unexpected, so I wonder how you then go and convince companies actually prioritize certain tests that we don’t have clear evidence that they would ever come up”.

5 DISCUSSION

We discuss the results of our three focus groups and answer our research questions “what are the risks and challenges in XR in relation to: RQ1 - data collection and privacy; RQ2 - security; RQ3 - behaviour and influences on behaviour?” by formulating current and emerging challenges within XR. Followed by a list of recommendations and considerations to create secure and privacy protecting future XR devices and applications.

5.1 XR Amplifies Known Challenges – and Exposes Novel, Emerging Vulnerabilities

In reference to RQ2, Our participants brought up that due to the slow adoption of XR devices by society many of the security concerns, risks and capabilities are not yet fully understood. A similar finding is shared by Adams et al [3] where developers stated that one of the reasons for a lack of known and applied malicious uses of XR devices were due to the small size of the VR community.

We have an understanding that is limited by the fact XR, and in particular AR has not yet seen truly mass adoption. Thus there are still significant vulnerabilities and concerns that are yet to emerge. However, even though the security and privacy concerns of XR are not fully understood, we still have an understanding of what issues can exist on specific points of the Reality-Virtuality continuum [40]. Literature has considered existing and emergent issues around data access protections [13, 48], privacy concerns [3, 39, 48], and perceptual manipulations [55], and our paper adds to this breadth of consideration around emergent issues.

In particular our focus group discussed some of the open challenges around XR data collection, regarding trust, necessity, awareness and misinformation and the capacity for cross-reality vulnerabilities due to XR devices. As well exploring XR’s unique ability to comprehend, act upon, and influence user behaviour; the capacity for XR to augment perception of self and others and generally the role of XR as an amplifier to existing risks.

Whilst we combine our current knowledge of security and privacy concerns within XR, as well as draw parallels with our experiences with existing frameworks and literature around privacy and security on other devices and applications such as IoT, smartphones, and web apps, we can investigate and build protections for threats before they are found ‘in the wild’.

5.2 XR Data Poses Unprecedented Risks

In relation to RQ2 and RQ3 our results show that there is a magnitude of malicious uses for XR and many avenues to cause a person harm within XR. Harm can occur in terms of a persons physical safety as well as a their mental state and behaviours. An example of a malicious use is through the data that is collected when an XR device is used. Data collection from the devices sensors is a fundamental component for the XR device to work, however our participants questioned how much of the data that is being collected is fundamental for the device/application to work, “does that data needs to be collected? Or is that for the function of the device? Or is that just because they want it?”.
A lot can be learned from the data that is being collected about a user directly such as their height, “movements”, and “gaze” patterns, but also indirectly such as their sexual preferences [33], emotions [23], and mental state. Our participants found that XR allows for such personal information to be accessed easier than compared to capturing the same information on other devices, but also allows for a further capability of long term tracking of personal information. The user should be told from all the streams of data that is being collected, what data collection is necessary for the application to run, and what collection is occurring as an extra. Communicating data collection in such a detail provides accountability and empowers transparency between the user and the application. The user is given the opportunity to decide if they are comfortable using the application.

5.3 The Need for User-Centric Security and Privacy Visualisations

Our participants voiced the need for clearer communication surrounding XR data collection between the user and the XR device or application. P10 commented specifically that users may not be aware of what data they provide. P3 and 10 brought up the need for transparency and explaining to the user what is and can be done with their data.

Rossi and Palmirani stated previously that most privacy visualisation methods fall short due to not being user tested [49]. Hence, XR would benefit with user tested privacy visualisation that communicate what data is being collected, provide a clear explanation for why the data is being collected and how the data will be processed to the user.

Regarding RQ1, P1 argued that, telling the user what data is being collected and that the data is needed for the application to work is not enough. Applications can mislead the user to providing information data by not providing where the data is being processed e.g. locally on the device or on an external server. When communicating about privacy and data collection, the device should also present where the data is being processed, internally on the device or externally.

When presenting security and privacy visualisations to the user, there are a few challenges. P13 pointed out that visual cues should be aware not to clutter the screen of the user, and P10 stated a visual indicator privacy and security should be seen on screen at all time during usage, rather than inform the user during sign up only. A feature seen on iOS devices is that when the camera, microphone or location services are in active use, a coloured dot is presented to the user in the top right of the screen [5]. Similar to most webcams, that also indicate to the user they are in use via a light. Using a coloured dot to communicate to the user data is being captured is not new to XR devices, on an Meta Oculus Quest, a red dot is used to indicate the view of the HMD wearer is being casted, thus other people can see what the user is doing. The Ray-Ban Stories glasses, which are a collaboration with Meta, present that the camera is in use to bystanders by displaying a small white light on the glasses themselves. However, presenting a coloured dot can be easily missed by the user, and also relies on the user to understand which colours represent a specific information stream.

Other methods to convey the same information can be text-based, but text-based info tips were shown to be very ineffective as users do not read the message [59]. Thus XR device users would have a clear understanding of what data is being collected and when, in real time, if on screen security and privacy cues were developed. These communication methods should rely minimally on text, (ideally not at all) to convey information, to not clutter the users view.

5.4 XR Offers the Capacity to Understand and Alter Behaviour - for Better or Worse

XR will facilitate unprecedented understanding of behaviour and actions - in relation to RQ3 this can be used both beneficially and abusively. For example identifying and tracking a user’s emotions and mental state via XR data then gradually presenting the user highly emotional content in order to manipulate and bias the user. Alternatively using XR behaviour data for good; as mentioned by our participants XR devices can be an affordable and effective method to work support the users mental health, such as exposure therapy [10]. It’s up to both society and academia to ensure the balance falls in favour of benefits, rather than abuses by building protections sooner than later.

With future advances in computer vision, XR devices could allow an entity to track a user’s behaviour in real time over a long period of time to predict if the user has/will develop an illness such as Alzheimer’s [25] or Parkinson’s [32]. Currently health insurance companies already use biometric and health data from smart devices (e.g. a smart watch) to track the health and habits of their customers, such as tracking how many steps the person took today, current and average heart rate, and sleep patterns [36, 45]. Using XR data, from recorded movements to behaviours and actions, health insurance companies can have access to a breadth of additional personal and contextual data that could help model and make predictions, such as the likelihood of developing an illness and expected life expectancy. Such usages of XR data could be both valuable and privacy invasive simultaneously, especially if the user did not fully comprehend the extent to which their data might be (consensually or non-consensually) used, or further insights inferred from it.

5.5 Data from XR and Other Devices Will Lead to More Detailed Privacy Invasive Models of Behaviour

Regarding RQ3, as mentioned data from an XR device allows for a wealth of information to be captured about a person. In addition, when XR data is combined with data from other devices, a highly detailed privacy invasive model of the person can possibly be formed without the users consent of knowledge. For example, as our participants and Mhaidli et al. [38] mentioned, advertisements can become highly targeted using an XR device. P7 brought up that advertisers will now be able to track more about a person using both XR and non-XR devices. Such as combining 'click-through rates' by logging how many people clicked on a link on a page compared to how many people saw the page on non-XR devices. As well as calculating ‘walk through rates’ by tracking rate how many people interacted with a product or shop calculated via image recognition via the users XR device.
5.6 Recommendations Towards Secure and Private XR Systems

In this section, we present a number of recommendations and future work based on the results from our experts to develop secure and private XR devices and applications.

5.6.1 Communicate to users when their data is being collected in real time. Our first recommendation is that when data is being collected from the user, a visualisation should be provided on screen until the collection has stopped. As mentioned by our participants, due to safety considerations, the visualisation must not obstruct the user’s view. Users should also be able to clearly understand where the data that the XR system is collecting is being processed, internally on the device or externally. Finally, users should be told what data is being collected when using the application and be presented with how their data will be processed.

These communication methods can help users build a clearer understanding of what is happening to their data, when using their XR device. Presenting information with such transparency can allow developers to both innovate new features and also build trust from by their users [6]. Users can also feel at ease that their data is only being used for the purposes declared [6, 30].

5.6.2 Develop applications that can manage variable levels of privacy. We recommend that application present a minimum requirement of user data collection that is fundamental for the application to work. In addition to the data collection minimum requirements, a full list of what will be collected should be presented. Allowing user to compare and differentiated the extent of the data they are providing to how much is required for the application to work. When users are able to see such a visualisation, we recommend adding usable methods of opting out/in to specific data collections [50]. Similar altering levels of immersion within current XR devices, such customisation of privacy settings would require developers to build applications that can manage different levels of data availability.

From our experts and research we know that privacy can be a highly personal topic and is different for everyone [43, 44]. Thus allowing for a wide range of user privacy setting customisability and penalisation is in the users best interest [2].

5.6.3 XR security, privacy and data standards need to be formed. To truly create a secure and private future for XR as a community both academia and industry must collaborate to establish standards for topics such as XR security, privacy, and behavioural data collection. Currently there is work on creating standards for security and privacy within XR [21, 27, 35] but such standards should also have the capacity to address emergent risks such as around behaviour manipulation. Such standards would provide guidance to developers by providing a framework to securely build applications that protect users by default [6]. Users are provided with the assurance that they are protected by knowing how potentially sensitive data such as behaviour collected in XR can be used. In turn preventing users of XR devices form unethical and malicious uses such as collaborative manipulations, for example filter bubbles.

5.6.4 Infrastructure is needed to prevent XR impersonation attacks. Our findings emphasize that work is imminently needed to prevent user impersonation on XR platforms (e.g. social XR), and using XR devices (e.g. in-person AR identification). One promising approach is the use of continuous verification [52] when wearing an XR device, ensuring that the user wearing the XR device is who they claim they are. If impersonation attacks and avatar cloning cannot be made harder to execute, they risk undermining trust in social XR systems, and further compromising the security of users both in reality and virtuality.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explore the emerging challenges that mass adoption of XR will pose regarding three key concerns: security, privacy and influence over behaviour. We present results from three expert focus groups involving participants from both academia and industry reflecting on these concerns. The participants discussed topics such as, XR users not realising how valuable their XR data is when giving apps access, and the amplification of existing vulnerabilities though XR such as impersonations. Based on these challenges, a set of recommendations and future work were provided in support of developing more secure and private XR systems, where key risks, such as behavioural manipulation and over privileged data access, are minimized. In future work it imperative to address the identified challenges, explore ways to ensure informed consent of data collection without overwhelming users, and support XR applications that allow for users to provide variable data access.
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